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The Thetford's
neverending evolution

C220: when the best gets better
he C220 is a compact cassette toilet
with high quality primary functions
and a completely new design. The C220
is developed to replace the C200, made
in 1993, a timeless design with the
proven concept of a carefree toilet.
The higher sitting of the new toilet at
492mm (that made it also more confortable in seating, especially for elderly people), the bigger and deeper bowl
and an improved bowl geometry lead to
an optimized comfort and a better water
flush. The Thetford's widely known
swivel bowl is also incorporated in
the C220. By turning a bit left or
right it simply creates spaces
and comfort in the bathroom
where space is key. The C220
will be available in the three
versions (S/ CS/ CW) based
on three different features: flush-water
tank, manual or
electric flush and
with or without
console. The service
door can be installed in
either portrait or landscape orientation to give the OEM
full flexibility. In order to ease OEM operations
the C220 footprint also matches the latest toilets from Thetford, the model C260, forming
this way the future footprint. “But, in spite of
nowadays living, where technology rules everywhe-
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The oven that marries N3140

Words Giorgio Carpi

re”
says
Marjan
Meeuwissen, product manager RV/OEM, “at Thetford
technology is wide chased
without forgetting on what
the product is actually
about: it's just a toilet. It
should give the user comfort, it should flush properly,
the transportation of the
waste-holding tank to the
dump station should be easy
Marjan Meeuwissen
and dumping the waste-holProduct manager RV/OEM
ding tank should be
as comfortable as possible”. Thetford then also focused
on the cleanability of the toilet and the waste-holding
tank. One of the features is the fact that the float can be
taken out easily. This makes it very easy to clean. Moreover,
sometimes there is a need to service this part: now It can be
easily replaced. There is no need anymore to touch the part
that has been in the tank itself: the customer just rotates the
knob and takes the whole part out. Aiming to those users who
don't stay on a campground all of the time (e.g. the camper van
owners, which is a growing market) Thetford also increased the
tank's volume making it higher. A clear waste-holding tank
level indicator, smoothly turning from green to red, graphically displays the user when the tank needs to get empty. The
manual level indication has two main advantages: first it cannot break because it is such an easy construction and second of
all, you don't need any electrical connection for the toilet anymore (only for the C224-CW, model with manual handpump).
All the above has resulted in a toilet that has all the basics at top level
where all the functions and design are high quality standard but keeping Thetford C220 at the same price level of C200.

he new 420 Oven is developed to be as convenient as efficient in the use of space. Created to
be a solution in engaging the often waisted space
over the fridge, this oven is especially designed to fit
on top of the slim Thetford's N3140 fridge series, and
to provide great functionality to this space in a complete and integrated kitchen. In addition the 420
Oven greatly suits smaller kitchens thanks to its 420
mm width. His contemporary design includes the side
opening door layout, matching handle and a symmetrical oven door. The door hinging of both the oven
and the fridge can be changed from left to right or vice versa. The 420 Oven smartly matches both conflictual needs of confort and space, giving the user a home life experience.
Despite his width of only 420mm it still offers a generous volume of 23 litres and it's extremely silent since it has been engineered with top and bottom ventilation holes to help cool
naturally without fans. Thetford has taken great account also into OEMs and dealers needs
of easy intervention with the efficient removable band to access the interior parts.
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Contacts:
Dirk Valder - Product manager RV OEM International -dvalder@thetford.eu
Norbert van Noesel - Marketing Manager - nvnoesel@thetford.eu

Visit us at the Caravan
Salon in Düsseldorf
Hall 13 Booth B89

T1090, the compressor designed for vans
hetford proudly presents the T1090, the first compressor refrigerator especially designed for the campervan. This refrigerator is
made to perfectly fit the shape and user requirements of the campervan. The T1090 is also powerful in cooling, efficient, silent, and perfect in use. Dirk Valder's words clearly reveal what's behind the project of T1090: “In developing this revolutionary
product we've talked
first to our consumers” states the chief
of Thetford Product
Management RV OEM
“in order to collect
feedback over most
common problems they've
found
using
technologies available
before T1090. Then we
identified four starting
points to develop the
product's new specifications. Our primary
target was space optimization: saving centimeters on the fridge
will give centimeters to
other like bed or toilet
or oven, wardrobe and
so on. After space,
Thetford focused on
noise reduction developing a more silent
compressor. The third
issue strongly emerged from the consumers feedback was having
more efficiency in terms of energy consumption. The fourth step in
developing T1090 finally has been improving usabilty: we have developed a refrigerator that is perfect in use in smaller vehicles. So not
an existing refrigerator which we install in a campervan, but a fridge
truly made for it, also from a user perspective”. The refrigerator has
a strong 12V compressor for a powerful cooling performance. The
standard mode is highly rated with the Subtropical Climate class,
which guarantees an average cabinet temperature below 4˚C, even
when the outside temperature is 38˚C. A unique back venting system
increases the cooling performance and the ventilation is integrated
which means no outside vents required, then no risks for the van
while washing it. “Thetford 1090 also breaks the rules presenting
no vents in the outside. As an issue coming this
time from producers, a new integrated ventilation makes T1090 a no impact product on
the structural, technical and aesthetical features of the campervan. No cuts and any
other aggressive intervention on the body
are another great and essential goal for us
operating with this kind of cars”. The
compressor refrigerator can be ran
without a gas bottle, the user will be able
to spend a holiday season with just a single gas bottle for cooking only. In addition, Thetford is first on the market to
make a change to a more environmental
conscious refrigerant using fot T1090 the
R600a cooling liquid. The economical
power consumption gives the user a lot
freedom when visiting a pitch or campsite. T1090 has a standard day and a special night mode with an energy consumption of 0,45 KwH for day mode per 24
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Dirk Valder
Chief of Thetford Product Management RV OEM
hours, with 0,35 KwH per 24 hours for the night mode. That means
2.5-3.5 of freedom days without charging a 95Ah battery. The
T1090 is also a very quiet compressor refrigerator. The standard noise
level reaches 32 dB(A). In addiction T1090 can activate the night
mode wich drops the noise level to 29 dB(A). The design of the
T1090 is made to fit the campervan like a glove. It completely follows the shape of the van. By following this shape, the space is efficiently used:the volume of the refrigerator is 90L with a size of only
975x418x485mm (HxWxD). “New compact design, improved battery efficiency, easy to anyone plug and play technology of installation,
and new isolation
materials: all come
from the study of the
marine market and
his
specifications.
There is no other product on the market
wich is actually closer
to the back wall and
no other has a thicker
than usual foam and
other functional marine derivated specifications. All this careful process leads to
gain from 60 to 80
cm in the inside of
the van. This space,
thanks to T1090 can
be spend on other
features for a better
living experience.”
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